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THE GREAT AMERICAN LIGHT WAR

Note:  What follows is a play-scenario.  It is a basic scheme.  It is not a “finished 
dramatic work” in the traditional sense.  Directors should read the road-map 
and make of it what they can.  The text is a starting point, not the end.  It is not a 
“sacred text.”  It can be changed, shuffled, rehearsed.  The staging depends upon 
the space in which the event is to take place.  Fly.
 – Richard Schechner

Actors, keep your eye on punctuation, for only inflection can mark the quotes that 
make the case! – D.M.
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ACT I – It’s A Tragedy!
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Harold P. Brown as Master Of Ceremonies, a Hot-Shot Who Will Get His 
Comeuppance.  The time, 1888.  Location, New York State.  That’s “The Empire 
State.”  An epoch of scientific breakthrough and technological innovation.  For 
Manifest Destiny, America needed power–fast–and it was thought here and abroad 
that electrical power would fill the bill.  Thomas Alva Edison, patent holder on 
Direct Electrical Current, and George P. Westinghouse, with his own Alternating 
Current coming up fast, fought it out rough and tumble for the domestic 
consumer market where it’s catch-as-catch-can but the money’s quick.  Since 
installing an a-c dynamo up in Buffalo in 1886, Westinghouse had taken a big bite 
from Edison’s metropolitan New York market.  Controversy bred by ignorance and 
incited by skillful propaganda raged over overhead wiring and the relative safety of 
the two systems.  Which system had caused the most lethal accidents to innocent 
bystanders?  A public opinion sampling blamed both, with an equal percentage 
saying neither, but look at the record and see, said Edison, always a fast hand 
with a press release; don’t you read the papers queried the Wizard of Menlo Park.  
The a-c fatalities are listed there in black and white.  In economic competition 
somebody’s got to lose.

News clipping from the New York Times, May 12, 1888, page 8, describing a fatal 
accident incurred by one Thomas H. Murray while repairing electrical wiring at 
616 Broadway, is flashed upon the clear plastic projection screen, stage-rear.  When 
screen is unlit, an engraving of the Bulb shows on it.  To either side of projection 
screen, making a triptych, are panels with photos of Edison and Westinghouse.  All 
projections, when no longer in use on the back-screen, have their images retained in 
very large photographs surrounding hall.

Radio voice, over theatre’s speaker system.  (Voices of AP and UP men, alternately, 
who are side by side in a glass-enclosed soundproof broadcasting booth above 
audience to one side.) At 11 a.m., exactly, the morning of June 1, 1888, the 
following verbatim conversation between Thomas Edison and Harold P. Brown in 
the office of Edison’s new laboratory in Orange, New Jersey, has been painstakingly 
pieced together from subsequent remarks by the two principals, bits of 
conversation overheard by Edison employees, a portion of dialogue left on a wax 
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blank of Edison’s newly improved “phonograph,” not to mention several scraps of 
notes later discovered amid office trash.

AP and/or UP when speaking over loudspeaker system from booth are on a ten 
second delay.

“Undercover” film is shown simultaneously, consisting of clips taken secretly of 
Edison & Brown conferring, Edison ranting, Edison – the real one – posing for 
pictures, Edison with his inventions, etc.

Scat fast.

Brown.  No a-c and multiple circuits for us, Chief?

Edison.  110’s enough.

Brown.  One fifth our cost at 5000 volts …

Edison.  One pedestrian crosses at the green or in between … one pedestrian 
too many for the public welfare fries on a fallen high tension line – there goes the 
industry.  Europe knows better, no a-c there!

Brown.  But America likes its power – save for we the industry’s gone a-c?!

Edison.  The effort, Brown!  Edison himself invented this industry – the D.C. 
equipment, the capital invested – all in a jiffy left obsolete?!

Brown.  We’re here to stay!

Edison.  A-c taking over our wires?  Remember what Edison did to the gaslight 
cartel!  D.C. men jobless in an a-c world?

Brown.  Just a thought, Chief, that’s all.

Edison.  They’re on the move, Brown; what’s your plan for Manhattan and its 
outlying communities?
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Brown.  Hold that line!

Edison.  Old fashioned, outmoded, archaic, in a word – obsolescent … Let them 
have the rural districts, Edison says, even Buffalo – but no lower!  We’ll strike 
back from urban conclaves … “If they use great insulation on their converters, 
their capacity and economy will diminish as the square of the insulation.”  Extend 
their lines, let them repair during upstate blizzards.  And let them terrify the 
public with falling wires immolating civilians, but hold the cities at all costs!  Who 
lit New York and its outlying communities?  Edison or patent thieving George 
Westinghouse?

Secretaries and Assistants.  Edison!

Edison.  Total war on a-c current, wherever that may lead us.

Brown.  Our cause is just.

Assistants.  Victory is sure.

Edison.  Edison’ll tolerate no further retreat!  No more restraint.  Prices!  That’s 
what they’re cutting, the radicals; costs OK, but prices!  Tour the state, bring 
Edison customers back to the fold.  You’re our right arm, the shepherd of direct 
current.  The Gabriel of the Edison Company.

Assistants and Secretaries.  Don’t fail me.

pause.

THE HARD SELL

Banner, descends from above in day-glo:  THIS DEMONSTRATION OF SAFE 
CONDUCT IN THE HOME WITH BRAND-NAME APPLIANCES, MANUAL 
AND BRAND NEW ELECTRICAL – a-c & D. – BROUGHT TO THE PEOPLE 
OF [Name of city, county or institution of performance] AS A PUBLIC SERVICE 
BOUGHT BY THE DISINTERESTED ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE-MINDED 
D.C. ELECTRICAL UTILITIES.
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Meanwhile, Harold P. Brown walks to center stage.

Brown, to audience, while standing on a box brought out with him for that express 
purpose.  He’s got to shuck straight to the people.  Come, come, two volunteers 
please, don’t be shy, step right up, don’t hesitate, it’s in the program, this is a 
public meeting, the public therefore required to participate.  The name is Harold 
P. Brown, known to my friends and associates as Pierrepont, simply Pierre to 
some.  I’ve been lent by a public-minded industry to the state for impartial service 
as referee in these demonstrations of safe conduct.  Bless private industry for its 
philanthropy!

Two Volunteers step up, members of Newsmen’s Chorus – consisting of Times, 
Trib, World & Eagle – who when not on, sit down upon bench to one side of 
stage, with lapel buttons reading D.C. FOR ME:  running to the wings, they return 
successively with three life-size plaster and dummy demonstrations of domestic 
tragedies.  These are arranged across the stage, with explanatory black and white 
placards hanging from the neck of one figure in each “scene”; all making a slight semi-
circle about Brown.  (This text should have included photographs of dummies.) The 
first tragedy represents a kitchen disaster with a gas stove.  The remains of burned 
breakfast table; slightly oversize plaster breakfast still set.  Either plaster dummies 
and real objects or cloth and suited dummies and plaster objects will do.  Horribly 
burned dummies of Mother and Daughter exactly as they were found.  Second 
accident scene represents a bathroom tragedy, with Man in vintage bathtub, head 
arched rigorously back over end of tub.  One hand, the left, caught in mid-motion, 
screwing in a lightbulb overhead.  The right hand dangles down – telling the tale – 
with unread book, finger marking the place.  Life goes on or ceases abruptly, we seem 
to sense.  Third scene represents beautiful young Homemaker, perfectly sculpted, to 
be seen in the flesh later.  Mistakenly having touched the coils of an open face electric 
toaster, free hand to cheek, caught in flight, she recoils in pain, perfectly formed 
“ouch” obviously emitting from the “o” of her saucy lips.  Placards read:

Film clips on each of triptych’s screens in back show setting of each tragedy, Martha 
Pennyworth’s burnt out house, the clothes left in Michael Goodnight’s room, 
bourgeois daily household habits for third.
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When Volunteers have sat down, another two from Newsmen’s Chorus leap up 
to take pix of the scenes of domestic tragedy on display.  This continues throughout 
the act.

Brown.  Bought for you … That is, brought to you, folks, by the Association of 
People Minded Utilities, this demonstration of safe conduct in or around labor 
saving devices common to all of you on the domestic front will be narrated and 
presented throughout New York State – the Empire State – by PR shock teams in 
a massive move to directly re-educate the people, called for by the present crisis 
of home appliances, brought about by the unforeseen and unprecedented growth 
of power in this the latter half of the century.  And of course good safety habits 
depend largely on your making a wise selection of power.  To my right and your 
left …

Volunteers.  Martha Pennyworth who failed to select wisely.

Brown.  A tragic incident that occurred in the home of Martha Pennyworth, 
whose judgement failed, and her daughter, Priscilla – the father and provider 
being a runaway and ne’er-do-well – the morning of January 9th, sometime 
between 7:30 and 7:45.  Martha Pennyworth after cooking a substantial breakfast 
for herself and her school-bound child, aged 11 and ½ years, leaned over her old 
fashioned – indeed there’s no way around it, her obsolescent – gas range to light 
the right rear burner for a quick cup of tea for the cold – perhaps one for Priscilla 
as well – when BARUUMM!!!  Her daughter Priscilla having accidentally knocked 
the right front burner to the full-on position, a residue of gas had accumulated to 
demand satisfaction of the oncoming match.  Prematurely lit it would seem.  You 
see there the resulting tragedy, a comedy of human error, aided by Weinberger 
and Sons Cooking Gas, Inc. – devious front for the gas-light cartel – and abetted 
by a ne’er-do-well husband.  For surely had a husband been on the spot, a switch 
back to contemporary electrical power would have already been in due process.  
Note the desperate, however futile, effort of the mother to protect her only known 
child.  Threw herself on the hysterical girl I’ll bet.  It must be added, however, that 
inflammation of the child’s personal effects was most likely initiated through this 
humane and completely human gesture by the already burning clothing of the 
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heavier female, a mother to the end.  In good conscience, I can only add that had 
she attended to the small things, the big things would have attended to themselves.  
It’s just barely possible she knew not enough to lease d-c, but what excuse can 
remain for you! …

Volunteers.  Michael Goodnight who held an a-c bulb directly responsible.

Brown.  To your direct front you will observe the pathetic death throes of Michael 
Goodnight.  Six-thirty, the evening of March 13th, after a hard day as a general 
accountant for the firm of C. C. House and Sons, thinking that a leisurely bath 
and a good read – being immersed, so to speak, in The Deerslayer – would take 
out the kinks.  As reconstructed by fire inspectors and the building landlord, 
the police having thrown up their hands at the affair, Michael Goodnight took 
the book from the nightstand of his room in Mother Barbara’s, Transients and 
Monthlies Welcome, clad only in towel, no vestige or stitch of clothing having been 
found on or near the carbonized body in the bathroom itself, and there, laying 
the book on the floor adjacent the tub proper, or on a stool, perhaps, proceeded, 
one must conjecture, to manipulate hot and cold waters to a relaxing tubfull.  
Soaped down, Michael Goodnight reached for his book, but thereupon, probably 
soon realizing that the single overhead Westinghouse a-c bulb cast insufficient 
illumination for reading purposes – a-c tending to use only a little of electricity’s 
natural God-given energy for lighting purposes, the remainder wrathfully lying 
in wait for more sinister deeds, reached up – that was the rub – with the intention 
of screwing in the a-c bulb dangling down above the tub, installed for just these 
purposes not a fortnight before, the bulb that is, electricity being newly come to 
this establishment, when ZZZZZAPP!!  No more Michael Goodnight.  I, here 
and now, throw down the gauntlet to Mr. Westinghouse for this crime.  He can 
pick the time and place and I’ll hold on to a D.C. outlet while he holds fast to an 
a-c, till death do us part or one or the other cries uncle and “publicly admits his 
error.”  Our last domestic tragedy for you, number three there, is the case of a 
newly-wed homemaker whose name, still active, must remain anonymous.  For 
demonstration purposes, we’ll call her merely Mrs. Jones.  Merely Mrs. Jones 
happens to fall into that fortunate percentage of reported incidents of domestic 
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tragedies, that indicated survival on the part of the accidentee.  Mrs. Jones 
survived to bake another day.  Her appliances were old fashioned but at least her 
husband had had enough sense to make the switch to D.C. for the home.  Give him 
that much.  A tragedy was prevented, and she merely had a burn on her hands.  
Postscript:  her husband was heard to say for publication “Thank God For Direct 
Electrical Current, The Edison Co., And All The Other Direct Current Utilities 
Who Made My Wife’s Survival Possible.” … Thank you, ladies and gentlemen, God 
bless you too and good night, it’s time for us, directly, to travel on.
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ACT II – Pursuit of Progress
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News article from the New York Times, Saturday May 12, 1888, titled “ANOTHER 
EDISON TRIUMPH” is flashed on center-screen.  A few lines of the immediately 
following story in same column entitled “A WIRE-MAN’S RECKLESSNESS,” seen 
in Act I, are also visible for a minute before projection man notices and adjusts the 
picture.

The stage is clean, except for a festively decorated table on which, with the 
announcement of its imminent demonstration at the Colonial Manor, in Albany, 
is an Edison phonograph.  A pause and from the machine – visibly hooked to P.A. 
system however, for more than vintage volume – a Voice.  This is Thomas Alva 
Edison, father of domestic D.C. electricity and the incandescent electric light 
bulb, first with the quadraplex telegraph, second to none with the phonograph, 
originator of the movie camera, by God, prodigal with the birth of countless 
other labor saving devices:  Quote:  “Just as certain as death Westinghouse will 
kill a customer within 6 months after he puts in a a-c system of any size.  He has 
got a new thing and it will require a great deal of experimenting to get it working 
practically.  It will never be free from danger …”  In proving the a-c system’s 
lethality “I have not failed to seek practical demonstration … I have taken life – 
not human life – in the belief that the end justified the means.”  Also last Saturday, 
in tests out at my laboratory in Menlo Park, I and my chief engineer, Mr. Kenelly, 
tested the resistances of 250 Edison employees, and found that the variation was 
not great.  The average was about 1,000 Ohms.  The greatest resistance was that of 
an outside man who could not be scoured completely in the time available, thus 
we couldn’t get a real good contact.  The lowest was the 660 Ohms of my secretary 
who is very clean, indeed.  “In applying the tests two battery jars 7 inches in 
diameter and 10 inches in height partly filled with a solution of caustic potash were 
used.  In this solution the subjects immersed their hands, and they were allowed 
to remain there thirty seconds, assuring a perfect contact before the measurement 
was taken.”

Associated Press Man & United Press Man, in a glass enclosed Press Box, with 
a Telegraph.  All this reported coast to coast by us, the wire services, thanks to this, 
the Wizard’s quadraplex telegraph.
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Late Flash, a banner lowered.  THE EDISON CURRENT IS ABSOLUTELY 
FREE FROM DANGER TO LIFE.

As the Wizard – see above – ends his pronuncio on a resonant note, across the stage 
bounds a huge mongrel dog, one long wire attached at its neck – a leash in disguise 
for feasibility – with Harold P. Brown hot in pursuit, attempting with another wire 
to close the circuits by attachment to the dog’s tail.  Dog, for its part, despite a mangy 
appearance, is nobody’s fool and is fully aware of Brown’s intentions.  Close behind 
is the Newsmen’s Chorus, laden with vintage photography equipment.  Procession 
exits almost immediately amid great gesticulations.  Only the two wires remain 
outstretched behind in flight.  A pause.  A blinding flash from the wings followed by 
the lesser flash of six photo lighting apparati.  Smoke and the distinct acrid smell of 
burning hair fills the hall.  From the Edison phonograph – at its own vintage volume 
– issues forth the unaccompanied soprano special to our national anthem, this time 
singing “The Edison Phonograph” [to the tune of “Tannenbaum”].  U.P. films it all.

THE EDISON PHONOGRAPH
By Florence Styles, Bronx, New York City

Oh, Phonograph of wide-spread fame, 
Wrought by a Master’s hand,

We hear thy music echo, 
Through every foreign land.

In England’s royal, ancestral halls, 
We hear the strains of “Auld Lang Syne.”

The German’s loyal heart swells with pride 
When he hears “Die Wacht am Rhein.”

Beneath the sunny skies of France, 
Mid vine-clad hills of fairest Spain,

From darkest Russia’s distant shore, 
We hear thy sweet refrain.

In far off China and Japan, 
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We meet thee once again;
Italy before thee bows 

And Mexico hails thy name.

And in many other countries, 
Across the ocean’s foam,

We hear the name of Edison! 
And the music of his Phone.

While in every State in our Union, 
Wherever we may roam,

We find in each happy household 
Edison’s wonderful Phone.

For the last few verses, Newsmen’s Chorus and procession of Militant Ladies 
raise their voices in song.  Meanwhile, Dog is removed in a rubber sheet followed 
by Harold P. Brown on a stretcher.  The stretcher is put down, stage-center, and 
Brown is given artificial respiration.  He recovers.  But not before his hand has had 
to be pried open to release the leash still attached to the dead dog.  “He’s never been 
the same since,” Edison later testified about his man, Brown.

Late Flash, projected onto backscreen simultaneous with reporting by UP Man 
as a radio commentator on the floor with portable mike.  The New York Times, 
Wednesday, July 24, Page 2, Column 1:  “The tremendous resistance which had 
been shown by some men Mr. Edison believes to be entirely due to imperfect 
contact, which always increased the resistance – might increase it from 20,000 to 
200,000 Ohms.  Dirt or perspiration on the skin would also materially increase 
the resistance, which too, depends somewhat upon the size of the electrodes used.  
The greatest resistance found in the human body was in the arms and between 
the arms across the body … electricity follows the path which presents the least 
resistance, but if two paths were presented to it and the current were sufficiently 
strong it would follow both of them.  The burning of a man’s body Mr. Edison went 
on, was due to an imperfect contact, which produced an “arc.”  Yes, Yes that’s what 
I said, it could be done.  And that’s all I’ve got to say at this time.
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